
Northern Norway-a personal view

Dick Turnbull

The trouble with Yosemite is that it has made everyone expect everything.
Burning sun, amazing rock, bomb-proof runners and technicolour drinks
lure the bedraggled Brit away to the Golden We t.

Mention fantastic granite walls and everyone's mind locks on to El Cap,
Half Dome, Watkins and they drift off into euphoria with their hands
gently sweating. Then you hear of the queues and commercialism, of your
gear stolen and suddenly you are back down to earth doomed to follow
everyone el e, carrying the Chamonix syndrome with you.

If anyone mentions orway to you, you immediately think of bugs, rain,
a depressing lack of beer, and Romsdal. You do not think of huge granite
walls, not another climber in sight, 24 hours of daylight, thousands of new
routes to do and inspiringly beautiful scenery, as orway seems to have
been overlooked in the great rush to the Euro Crags and Yosemite's
Mountain Bar! If one forgets about Romsdal, (which is the nearest Norway
has to Chamonix) then you can find air those impossible dreams in N
Norway. If you are lucky you can also get brilliant weather as well.

The best time to climb N of the Arctic Circle is probably late]une,]uly
and early August. The most settled weather usually occurs then although it
can often be punctuated by low pressure systems swirling up towards N
Cape. When it is hot it seems somehow ridiculously so and the fact that you
have 24 hours of sun helps the routes dry out even quicker than usual. The
long drive up E6 (known euphemistically as the Arctic Highway) leads you
through the whole length of orway. The increasing latitude is graphically
displayed as the country changes from the lush forested hills in the S to the
barren moor-like wastes in the ,split by spectacular fjords and
punctuated with granite spires. The peed limit is 80km/h (about 50 mph)
and as it is 1450km from Oslo to arvik you have plenty of time to get the
feel of the country! Petrol is no more expensive than in Britain, but food i ,
o a car loaded with food from the local cash n' carry is vital. As you cross

the Arctic Circle you get the first inklings of what lies ahead. Large granite
slabs spotted with snow patches mark the start of the Svartisen ice cap to the
Wand give a hint of the rock to come. Once through Fauske ana-over the
first ferry you suddenly hit the spectacular peaks. What you see from the
road only marks what lies beyond and every valley hides something big just
round the corner. The GasaKockka area holds loads of large unclimbed
walls and sweeps of slabs and just about everthing you see has not been
climbed. Some activity has been reported but the lines are difficult to
distinguish as the roadside peaks are relatively devoid of major features.
The most outstanding peak in this area is Krakmotind which rears up
above the road epitomising the archetypal orwegian wall. Great sweeps of
polished slabs lead to crescent arches and steeper rock topped off by vertical
arid lineless headwalls. To my knowledge no route has yet been completed
up the main W face.
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Tb.~ most spectacular area lies just N of Bognes ferry in Tysfjord. Here
are Eidetind and Stetind, 2 of the most exploited mountains of the area with
routes up most of their faces but still offering plenty of unclimbed' lines.
Eidetind has a perfect diedre on its E face which was climbed by a
Cambridge party in the 70's at about VS and a huge NW face with a 30
pitch diedre/chimney climbed with some aid by a Scandinavian party.
Other possibilities are numerous and the crags to the E of the road al 0 offer
several lines to the vigilant observer. Stetind lies down the fjord from
Skarburget (a boat can be hired) and offers several classic lines such as the S
Pillar Direct, 600m HVS on perfect granite, and the NW Buttress, climbed
by a Bangor team in 1977, which sports over 50 pitches, including several
offering XS climbing on the ubiquitous perfect rock. The lonely setting
enhances Stetind's magnificence and the SW face of Prestind just to the E
still has no route on it.

Beyond the ferry lies the Skjomen valley which tantalisingly exposes the
Lapviktind massif, and on closer inspection, the impressive retaining walls
of Haugbakktind and Gammelstind. The Skjomen valley once held the best
salmon fishing in N Norway but the hydro electric scheme that has now
ruined the river has helped the climber by creating roads to all the best walls
in the area. One can drive to within an hour of Lapviktind and two 750m
HVS lines have already been done by the University of Surrey MC on this
deceptive wall. The crag looks horrifically steep but the lines slant steeply
from right to left and allow one to free climb deviously past great jagged
roofs on steep overhung slabs.

Like all of Arctic Norway, Skjomdal hides its best just over the horizon.
The Haugbakktind wall has only one route on it, a VS A1 line up the
prominent corner line on the left of the face. However, hidden behind this
lies a desolate valley with nothing, but nothing, in it except for a huge,
elegant tower of perfect granite and a smashed World War II German
Heinkel bomber. The desolation gives the bomber a poignant air but
makes the pillar of Elvergaardstind magnetically beautiful. Its only route
lies up a cunning line in the centre of the face. Despite the obvious
steepness, it again winds up through the roofs with minimal aid. Beautiful
5a climbing with 3 short pitches of aid (one sky hooking A3) leads in 19
pitches right to the flat, boulder jumble, summit. A classic route probably
doomed never to be repeated. Beyond Elvergaardstind lies Kuinarcokka
with its as yet unclimbed 90001 N Buttress. Given good weather this would
be the plum of the area. Again slightly smaJler walls abound and the hydro
roads make Skjomdal ridiculously accessible-until one has an accident.

Big wall climbing in Arctic Norway has its problems. The nearest co
ordinated rescue would have to come from Trondheim or Tromso, both at
least 300km away. Despite the generally mild weather and 24 hr daylight,
the routes are serious. When the weather turns it is usually a major
pressure change rather than a local convection storm. This means one
normally has some warning of bad weather but when it arrives it can stay
for days. Invariably it rains with the oncoming low pressure systems, and
rains heavily. The walls quickly become saturated and some rockfall occurs
as boulders are washed down the slabs. During summer, snow and freezing
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21 Blamannen N walls
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22 Guggesgaissa, W wall. There are 3 routes here; the N wall is higher and steeper
(This and next 2 photos: D. Turnbull)

temperatures are rare but low cloud can persist for days! avigation can be
tricky a majol' landmarks are obscured and the map often Out of date,
some urveying dating from the German Occupation in 1944. In many
areas the Tlaci rs have receded dramatically so visual onfirmation of one's
position is easily confounded. The walk-ins are not de peratel torturous
but are ometimes long and rescue would be prolonged and dangerou . The
spirit of adventure and isolation comes qui kl home to roost when you are
in trouble.

To the of arvik lies a mass of peaks and perfect crags. candina ian
limber are active in this region and as interest is rapidly growing, more

and more of th big lines are being done. The island of Kvaloya to the W oT
Tromso ha' at least 2 p rfeCI walls and de e10prnent has been prolific.
Baugen off r' betwe n 10-15 hard free route (up to grade Vlll) between
7-10 pitches and the Blamannen orth Wall (450m) has 2 hard route put
up in 1980. Trornso climbers have a tranglchold on the area but everal
continental parties have al 0 been active. Beware: chalk i definitely not
appre iated her !

The Lyngen penin ula just of Tromso holds gla iers and saw tooth
peak but the 1'0 k here lets orway down. Tromso climbers (and of course
the odd Brit) have developed the area both in winter and summer and all
the peaks and many of the walls have been climbed.

The Wand fa 'es of Gugge gaissa (900m) have both recently been
climbed in winter and offer trem ndous lines on steep mixed ground.
Piggtind (800m) orth Wall wa also climbed ~n March 1980 by a local
Tromso team. These ascents illustrate the empha is on \ inter climbing in
this area and underline the more varied mixed ground that L ngen has to
olTer. These more broken peaks and ob iou glaciers gi e the ar a a sense
of deja vu as one thinks of the Alps.
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From Bodo to Tromso you just hav to look Wand the Lofoten island
make themselves jaggedly conspi uou . A uneal archipelago that stretche
from N to as far a the eye an s e lures you on. Th i land are ban n
except for ndles wooden racks for drying cod, and wall-to-wall fishing
boat. The climbing here is some of th be t in N Norway and the rO'k
eemingly exported from Yosemite. Near Henning var a villag built over

the sea and epitomising Norwegian fi hing hi tory, i a perfect ro k buttres
strangely called the Priest. This 12 pitch HVS route lies right up the front
of the buttress and always gets everything right. Long 50m pitches up
perfect cra ks land you on little sheltered bela s. Face climbing is
interspersed with finger, hand, fist, body cracks and the ro k gleams red.
Al least 2 other splendid route are there for the taking and this i ju t a
small relaxing bu ttre s'

23 Bjairang tind massif

Other recent as ems are the W pillar ofTrakta, 525m + Al put up by
local climbers in 1979, and the great Pillar of agekallen, 350m V + A2 put
up in 1980 by Anld Meyer and p~rty. A usual ther is more around every
corner and the complicated geography of the Lofoten coastline hide mor
buttresses and walls of superb quality. The timeless atmosphere of the
Lofotens and the stark geometry of the land 'cape give the route' an
elemental purity lhat stays with you for a long time.

As Oll travel back do\ n the E6 from Svolvar and inevitably back the
wa you came you 'an branch off at Fauske to Bodo and the Saltstrumen.
This amazin I tide race, where the sea fills and empties a huge land-locked
fjord, should delight all those who like pulling fish out in shoals. Down the
coast from Bodo lies a little known fringe of walls that unound the
Svartisen Ice Cap. The area around Glomfjord and Bjairangsfjord again
offer immediately accessible walls. ot 0 big here but the rock is good and



the lines obvious (a bonus as so many of the granite faces are seemingly
glacier smooth and linele ). trange lim stone intrusions al 0 allow some
amateur caving a' a rainy day pur uit, and the fishing i great. p the
valley beyond Bjairangstind lie several perfect buttresses of granite, capped
by normous roofs with lotus nower-like cracks splitting them, As the area
is cut off from civilisation by a ferry, the local parties are particularly
liberated and the police a long time coming!

ot all a pects of Norway are good. It does rain (sometimes!) and the
midges and mosquitoes do seem to be double-engined. It' along way to go
and feels it, but e ry time you go ou know that you will al ays find
something mor to tempt you back. The clamour and competitiveness of
Cham?nix i. planets away and you feel a sympathy with Slingsby and Arne

aess as you eemingl tread where no one else has gone before, Som of

24 Climbing on Bjairangstind E buttress

that i illu ion a you can meet people if you want to and there are other
climbers about but somehow you an make areas your own and know that
you know your area belter than most local. I have not overed all the areas
by any mean and I know the orwegian will be glad, as the are
protective about their walls, but their hospitalil IS hean-warming and
besid s, they all peak English l

Norwa of the Arctic Circle is ·till a I' mote pia 'e. If you want
everything then there are other well-known places to go, but Yosemite and
th Meccas it characterizes cannot offer you the re ling of olitary a tne
that you find in the N, It is an area that has it all if only you do not look
for too much.

P. ' Beware of seemingly innocent olvos with fishing rod on the roof
ra k. The speeding fine are ea ily acquired, and payable on the spot!
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